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                                    Golf Bunker Sand
                                

                                                            
                                    We’ve got some bragging rights when it comes to golf! The bunker sand we provide graces the grounds of many Top 100 Golf courses, hosting the world's most prestigious championships.

Our BESTSAND™ white bunker sand delivers the performance and appearance expected by world-class professionals and everyday players.
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                                    Plastic wrap for food
                                

                                                            
                                    From the grocery store shelves to your kitchen, food plastic wrap helps keep your food fresh, because you want every bite to be a delightful encore of flavor.

Our MINBLOC® HC, which is made from nepheline syenite, is an FDA-approved antiblock additive often used in plastic wraps to ensure their impeccable clarity and transparency.
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                                    Fiberglass-insulated walls
                                

                                                            
                                    As winter's chill sets in, fiberglass-insulated walls help turn your home into a haven of warmth.

Silica sand is a main component in the production of fiberglass. Our clients entrust us to supply high-purity crystalline silica sand, such as our GLASSIL® sand, that delivers stable chemistry to ensure consistency of their glass batches.
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                                    Ceramic tiles backsplash 
                                

                                                            
                                    Renowned for their crisp, clean appearance, durability, and versatility, ceramic tiles stand out as an exceptional choice for  backsplash materials.

Covia takes pride in supplying ceramic tile manufacturers with PREMIERE® pressing clays, meticulously crafted to optimize performance in both pressed and extruded ceramic processes.
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                                    Engineered stone countertops
                                

                                                            
                                    At the forefront of contemporary engineered stone countertop trends—where durability meets aesthetics—our LUMINEX® ultrawhite filler helps manufacturers craft countertops that seamlessly blend captivating looks with exceptional performance.
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